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Here is the Granny Rectangle Blanket in CQ shop WINDOW 
 
This pattern is based on Granny Square pattern BUT a rectangle! 
Easy BUT take care with first 3 rounds as that is where ‘magic’ happens!   
 
I used from my stash 2 balls of King Cole Twirly Tweed Chunky and  
1 ball of Carousel Chunky, with border of Stylecraft Special Chunky  
BUT choose 450g of any chunky plus plain colour of chunky for edging.     
 

SIZE: 32in x 28in approx.  OR JUST KEEP GOING and make it larger 

 

START around by working on underside of foundation chain.   
Also used for base of bags 
  
SMALL SAMPLE of first 3 rounds 
Make 11ch.  
Rnd 1: 2tr in third ch from hook, 2ch (first corner), 3tr in next ch,  
[miss 2ch, 3tr in next ch] twice 
2ch (second corner), 3tr in last ch, 2ch (third corner),  
now working along other side of ch, 3tr in next ch,  
[miss 2ch, 3tr in next ch] three times, 2ch (fourth corner),  
join with sl st in top of 2ch at start,  
TURN.   We turn at the end of each round rather than continue round…… 
 
Rnd 2: Sl st in 2ch-sp, 2ch, (2tr, 2ch, 3tr) in same corner ch-sp,  
3tr in each sp between 3tr groups to next corner,  
(3tr, 2ch, 3tr) in this corner 2ch-sp, and in next corner ch-sp,  
3tr in each sp between 3tr groups to next corner ch-sp,  
(3tr, 2ch, 3tr) in last corner 2ch-sp, 
join with sl st in top of 2ch at start, TURN. 
 
Rnd 3: Sl st in first sp between 3tr groups, (2ch, 2tr) in this same sp as sl st,  
(3tr, 2ch, 3tr) in first corner 2ch-sp, 
*3tr in each sp between 3tr grps across to next corner 2ch-sp,  
Rep Rnd 3 until yarn runs out, working 3tr in each sp between 3tr grps across to 
each corner 2ch-sp and working (3tr, 2ch, 3tr) in each corner 2ch-sp, beginning and 
ending each round with sl st as before. 
 

TIP  

If you want to use Aran, use 5mm hook and start with 26ch 
If you want to use DK, use 4mm hook and start with 32ch 
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